In order to implement reliable and flexible power management among energy sources, a decentralized power management approach for electrical power systems (EPSs) in the more electric aircraft (MEA) is studied. Considering the increased use of electrical power for various functions, the performance of MEA would be determined by the design and operation of the EPS. By using a virtual impedance that includes both a resistive term and an inductive term, autonomous power sharing is realized. Because of the frequency dependence in the virtual impedance, different power sharing ratios between steady state and transient state can be considered. Not only the operation of various power sources is coordinated without supervision of a centralized controller, but also the operation profile of each source can be adjusted to meet output characteristics of each source. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a series of simulations that consider various virtual impedance configurations were conducted. The proposed approach contributes to a higher level of operational flexibility, while enabling reliable and cost-effective management of MEAs.
Introduction
This paper studies a decentralized approach for electrical power systems (EPS) management in more electric aircraft (MEA) platforms. Similar to vehicular platforms for ground [1] and marine [2] transportation, research on highly electrified aircrafts has received continuous interest. As a result of aircraft electrification, the roles of EPSs have broadened from relatively simple functions to essential functions such as propulsion and flight control [3] . For instance, electrical motors are used for actuation of flight control surfaces [4, 5] and aircrafts that use a pure electric or a hybrid electric propulsion architecture have been developed [6, 7] .
Major motivations for aircraft electrification include social demand toward sustainable transportation and improved flight performance. While combustion engines have been used as the primary source for propulsion in conventional aircrafts [8] , platforms that utilize renewable sources to generate propulsion force have been developed [6, 9] . By replacing massive hydraulic/mechanical actuation systems with electrical actuators, it is possible to improve performance by weight reduction and efficiency improvement [10] . Thanks to the recent development of electrical motors and power electronic interfaces with high power density, platform electrification is being considered not only for small sized quad-copters (drones) but also for manned aircrafts. In Figure 1 , examples of electrical loads used in conventional aircrafts and the MEA are illustrated [3, 4, 8] . Although the use of electrical interfaces seems to introduce potential advantages compared to conventional aircrafts, electrified aircrafts should also satisfy safety and reliability regulations as in current platforms.
interfaces seems to introduce potential advantages compared to conventional aircrafts, electrified aircrafts should also satisfy safety and reliability regulations as in current platforms. Figure 2 , the EPS consists of various type of sources, loads and energy storage. Considering the growing interest for the MEA, research on both the EPS itself and the EPS components is required. While 115 V/400 Hz ac and 28 V dc system buses have been considered for electrical distribution in conventional aircrafts [8] , 270 V dc-based systems have been developed in recent aircrafts [8, 9] . In addition to the voltage levels, research on EPS architecture has also been performed. Examples of architectures include ac systems with constant [8] or variable frequency [10] , dc systems [9] and hybrid ac/dc [11] systems. While the EPS architecture should be selected based on a comprehensive review of various factors, it has been reported that selecting 270 V dc for power distribution seems to be a promising option from the perspective of weight and stability [9] . In such an EPS, the power is transferred to the load using dc distribution, while the interface requirements of 28 V dc or ac loads are met by using power electronic interfaces. In order to design an EPS that meets various system level requirements (e.g., power quality, efficiency, and weight), optimization studies on the overall EPS architecture [9] , subsystems and components [12] have also been performed.
Increased use of power electronic interfaces and various power sources in aircraft platforms has raised needs for research on control of dc and ac/dc hybrid power networks. While power electronic interfaces enable flexible design and operation of power systems, the performance (e.g., stability, dynamic response and effective protection) of the overall system is highly affected by the system control approach [13] [14] [15] . In order to perform power sharing in a decentralized manner, it is general to apply droop-based approaches [15] . In case the droop is implemented by a virtual resistance, the resistance value determines the power sharing ratio among power sources [14, 15] . Through a stability analysis, it has been reported that the stability characteristics of droop-controlled dc microgrids are highly affected by system parameters, such as the cable resistance and load type [16] . Although the virtual resistance enables autonomous control, the desired power sharing ratio can be achieved only at steady state. Instead, droop-based approaches that manage power sharing during transients have been studied. For example, Reference [17] introduces how low pass filters and high pass filters can be incorporated with the virtual resistance to design the power sharing performance during transient periods. In [18, 19] , a virtual capacitance is used to manage the power sharing performance during transients. It was demonstrated that the power output of sources during transients is affected by the filter characteristics or the type of virtual impedance (e.g., resistive or capacitive). Control approaches that contribute to modular operation [13] or minimized power oscillations [20] in hybrid ac/dc Figure 2 , the EPS consists of various type of sources, loads and energy storage. Considering the growing interest for the MEA, research on both the EPS itself and the EPS components is required. While 115 V/400 Hz ac and 28 V dc system buses have been considered for electrical distribution in conventional aircrafts [8] , 270 V dc-based systems have been developed in recent aircrafts [8, 9] . In addition to the voltage levels, research on EPS architecture has also been performed. Examples of architectures include ac systems with constant [8] or variable frequency [10] , dc systems [9] and hybrid ac/dc [11] systems. While the EPS architecture should be selected based on a comprehensive review of various factors, it has been reported that selecting 270 V dc for power distribution seems to be a promising option from the perspective of weight and stability [9] . In such an EPS, the power is transferred to the load using dc distribution, while the interface requirements of 28 V dc or ac loads are met by using power electronic interfaces. In order to design an EPS that meets various system level requirements (e.g., power quality, efficiency, and weight), optimization studies on the overall EPS architecture [9] , subsystems and components [12] have also been performed.
Increased use of power electronic interfaces and various power sources in aircraft platforms has raised needs for research on control of dc and ac/dc hybrid power networks. While power electronic interfaces enable flexible design and operation of power systems, the performance (e.g., stability, dynamic response and effective protection) of the overall system is highly affected by the system control approach [13] [14] [15] . In order to perform power sharing in a decentralized manner, it is general to apply droop-based approaches [15] . In case the droop is implemented by a virtual resistance, the resistance value determines the power sharing ratio among power sources [14, 15] . Through a stability analysis, it has been reported that the stability characteristics of droop-controlled dc microgrids are highly affected by system parameters, such as the cable resistance and load type [16] . Although the virtual resistance enables autonomous control, the desired power sharing ratio can be achieved only at steady state. Instead, droop-based approaches that manage power sharing during transients have been studied. For example, Reference [17] introduces how low pass filters and high pass filters can be incorporated with the virtual resistance to design the power sharing performance during transient periods. In [18, 19] , a virtual capacitance is used to manage the power sharing performance during transients. It was demonstrated that the power output of sources during transients is affected by the filter characteristics or the type of virtual impedance (e.g., resistive or capacitive). Control approaches that contribute to modular operation [13] or minimized power oscillations [20] in hybrid ac/dc systems have also been studied. While the approach of [13] performs system control without requiring full information of the system by a nonlinear observer, the study of [20] improves the transient response characteristics by a neural network based damping controller.
Electronics 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 19 systems have also been studied. While the approach of [13] performs system control without requiring full information of the system by a nonlinear observer, the study of [20] improves the transient response characteristics by a neural network based damping controller. With the increased use of renewable power sources and electrical loads, power management of EPS has become critical to ensure reliable power supply for loads in MEAs. Similar to stationary microgrids that consist of various renewable sources [21] , energy management systems for EPS in airborne platforms have also been studied [22, 23] . In order to maintain instantaneous power balance between sources and loads, not only the output of each source should be effectively controlled [21] but coordination among power sources is also required [7] . For example, an EPS that consists of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), photovoltaics (PV) and battery have been considered for an unmanned aircraft [24] . As the power demand varies depending on the flight maneuver pattern, the output of the PEMFC and PV cells are adjusted according to the instantaneous load demand such that various flight patterns could be performed and the battery state-of-charge (SOC) level could be maintained above a pre-defined level throughout the flight. It is worth noting that energy storage (e.g., battery) is a critical component in aircrafts as it operates as a back-up source when primary power sources are not operational. When the main propulsion has failed, the battery SOC level would determine the available flight period for an aircraft to make necessary maneuvers for landing or recovery in emergency situations. Even during normal flight conditions, the battery can be discharged to handle rapid increase of power demand that can occur during dynamic maneuvers.
As the operation mode of each load and the connection status of each disconnect of Figure 2 could be different depending on each mission phase of the overall flight, the system control should effectively respond to configuration changes. In particular, the EPS should be able to handle various abnormal conditions that could be caused by faults or load conditions. In case a fault occurs, the power flow of the EPS should be reconfigured so that the fault is locally isolated, and the rest of the EPS is not affected. As the system response differs for each fault case, a comprehensive fault analysis should be conducted. Fault analysis approaches that provide insights on the system behaviors to unsymmetrical faults have been proposed and the response characteristics for various scenarios have been studied using fault models of various distributed energy sources [25, 26] . Considering the With the increased use of renewable power sources and electrical loads, power management of EPS has become critical to ensure reliable power supply for loads in MEAs. Similar to stationary microgrids that consist of various renewable sources [21] , energy management systems for EPS in airborne platforms have also been studied [22, 23] . In order to maintain instantaneous power balance between sources and loads, not only the output of each source should be effectively controlled [21] but coordination among power sources is also required [7] . For example, an EPS that consists of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), photovoltaics (PV) and battery have been considered for an unmanned aircraft [24] . As the power demand varies depending on the flight maneuver pattern, the output of the PEMFC and PV cells are adjusted according to the instantaneous load demand such that various flight patterns could be performed and the battery state-of-charge (SOC) level could be maintained above a pre-defined level throughout the flight. It is worth noting that energy storage (e.g., battery) is a critical component in aircrafts as it operates as a back-up source when primary power sources are not operational. When the main propulsion has failed, the battery SOC level would determine the available flight period for an aircraft to make necessary maneuvers for landing or recovery in emergency situations. Even during normal flight conditions, the battery can be discharged to handle rapid increase of power demand that can occur during dynamic maneuvers.
As the operation mode of each load and the connection status of each disconnect of Figure 2 could be different depending on each mission phase of the overall flight, the system control should effectively respond to configuration changes. In particular, the EPS should be able to handle various abnormal conditions that could be caused by faults or load conditions. In case a fault occurs, the power flow of the EPS should be reconfigured so that the fault is locally isolated, and the rest of the EPS is not affected. As the system response differs for each fault case, a comprehensive fault analysis should be conducted. Fault analysis approaches that provide insights on the system behaviors to unsymmetrical faults have been proposed and the response characteristics for various scenarios have been studied using fault models of various distributed energy sources [25, 26] . Considering the increased connection of loads in MEA, the effect of constant power loads to dc systems [27] and unbalanced loads to ac microgrids [28] have been studied. Meanwhile, researches on design approaches for improved performance of power electronic interfaces in MEA applications have been performed. While researches on control approaches [29] and fault tolerant drive systems [30] have been conducted, design for highly reliable operation [31] and increased power density [32] have received attention for aerospace applications. In order to address needs for weight reduction and meeting requirements of design standards, in particular, studies on performance analysis [33] and optimization [34] of electromagnetic interference (EMI) filters have been actively performed. The main direction for power converters is to achieve a high-power density so that the overall aircraft weight could be reduced [4, 35] .
In this manuscript, an approach that realizes decentralized power management of EPS in the MEA is introduced. Instead of receiving power commands from a central control unit [36] , the command for each source is generated based on the data that are measured from the terminal. Despite the growing interest for MEA, there seems to be limited research on decentralized control approaches of EPS in aircrafts [22, 23] . In fact, EPS in most conventional aircrafts has been designed such that each distribution bus is connected to a single generator instead of connecting multiple generators in parallel [37] . With the increased use of multiple sources in MEA, however, it is necessary to study approaches that enable decentralized modular control without violating conventional reliability requirements of the aircraft. Moreover, this paper demonstrates how the virtual impedance could be effectively used to achieve a desired power sharing ratio. The power sharing ratios at steady state and transient state are adjusted separately by designing the virtual resistance and the virtual inductance. Hence, the power flow can be controlled in a more flexible manner. Detailed explanation on the contributions of the presented work are introduced in the following section.
The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 highlights the detailed contributions of the manuscript, while Section 3 introduces the decentralized power control approach for MEAs. Section 4 demonstrates the performance of the considered control approach and the final section concludes the paper.
Contributions of Present Work
Detailed explanation on how the current research contributes to effective decentralized control of EPS in MEA platforms are as follows.
First, the proposed approach enables autonomous control of EPS in MEA platforms. The application of decentralized control could achieve reliable operation compared to centralized control architectures [38, 39] . Because of the decentralized nature, for example, system failures caused by faults in the communication interface could be prevented. Hence, the EPS can be controlled in a fault tolerant manner [38] . Considering the catastrophic consequences of system failure, the importance of system reliability should not be underestimated for aircrafts. Especially, EPS reliability would be a critical factor that determines the overall platform safety because of the increased use of electrical power in highly electrified aircrafts. Although system reliability depends not only on the component reliability but also the system control architecture, prior researches on EPSs of MEAs have been limited to topics such as electrical actuator performance [4] and stability analysis [11] . While approaches for improved reliability have been studied [31, 40] , such studies have focused on the power interface and not on the overall EPS. Although control laws for MEA EPSs have been discussed, the work of this paper differs by considering a decentralized architecture [22] or considering performance during transient periods [41] .
Second, this paper demonstrates that the power sharing ratio among various sources can be controlled to be different between steady state and transient periods. Such increased flexibility in power flow control would contribute to effective operation of MEA so that each power source could be operated according to their inherent output characteristics (i.e., energy density and power density). Figure 3 compares the typical values of energy density and power density for common power sources [42, 43] . For example, the output of sources with high power density could be operated to supply high peak power during short transients and limited power at steady state. In case of sources that have high energy densities, a reversed operation profile could be considered.
While the supercapacitor has been used as a representative energy storage that handles transient power imbalances, the fuel cell has been considered in aircraft applications as a source with relatively large energy density [7] . While the application of PEMFC and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) has been reported for aircrafts [7] , PEMFC have been mostly used thanks to its superior properties in power density, operation temperature and efficiency [7, 44] . As each source could be controlled in a more flexible manner, the output of each source could be coordinated to achieve optimized operation of the overall EPS. While most previous studies on decentralized power control (i.e., droop control) have focused on improving the power sharing performance at steady state [38, 45, 46] , the focus of this paper is on using the virtual impedance to enable flexible power sharing for both steady state and transients throughout the overall flight profile. Indeed, research on improving dc microgrid performance during transient periods have been performed [17] [18] [19] 47] . Instead of using virtual capacitors [18, 19] or the first order filters [17] , however, this paper studies the application of virtual inductors. While a virtual inductance was used in [47] , the focus of such research was on decreasing power oscillations instead of realizing flexible power sharing. Compared to virtual impedances that are either purely inductive [47] or capacitive [18, 19] , in addition, this research explores the effective usage of virtual impedances that include both a resistive term and an inductive term. By including a resistive component, the corresponding source can participate in power sharing for both steady state and transient conditions. high energy densities, a reversed operation profile could be considered. While the supercapacitor has been used as a representative energy storage that handles transient power imbalances, the fuel cell has been considered in aircraft applications as a source with relatively large energy density [7] . While the application of PEMFC and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) has been reported for aircrafts [7] , PEMFC have been mostly used thanks to its superior properties in power density, operation temperature and efficiency [7, 44] . As each source could be controlled in a more flexible manner, the output of each source could be coordinated to achieve optimized operation of the overall EPS. While most previous studies on decentralized power control (i.e., droop control) have focused on improving the power sharing performance at steady state [38, 45, 46] , the focus of this paper is on using the virtual impedance to enable flexible power sharing for both steady state and transients throughout the overall flight profile. Indeed, research on improving dc microgrid performance during transient periods have been performed [17] [18] [19] 47] . Instead of using virtual capacitors [18, 19] or the first order filters [17] , however, this paper studies the application of virtual inductors. While a virtual inductance was used in [47] , the focus of such research was on decreasing power oscillations instead of realizing flexible power sharing. Compared to virtual impedances that are either purely inductive [47] or capacitive [18, 19] , in addition, this research explores the effective usage of virtual impedances that include both a resistive term and an inductive term. By including a resistive component, the corresponding source can participate in power sharing for both steady state and transient conditions. Third, practical challenges that occur during realistic operation of aircraft EPS are addressed. Especially, the needs for minimal impact caused by changes in the EPS configuration are considered. Thanks to the decentralized control architecture of the considered approach, removal and addition of components could be performed in a modular fashion compared to centralized approaches [13] . Such modularity enables aircraft retrofit tasks to be performed with minimal efforts. With the continuous development of advanced electronic payloads [8] , system control approaches should support activities of system modification and equipment replacement in a simpler way. As the burden that each power source should handle at steady state and transients could be set to be different, in addition, the considered virtual impedance-based approach enables system operation so that the lifetime of the power sources could be maximized. As reported in detailed lifetime studies [48, 49] , the aging of fuel cells and batteries are determined by the operation profiles of each source. For example, fuel cells show expedited aging when it experiences large power transients [48] and the operation profile has direct impact on the thermal stress of batteries [49] . Third, practical challenges that occur during realistic operation of aircraft EPS are addressed. Especially, the needs for minimal impact caused by changes in the EPS configuration are considered. Thanks to the decentralized control architecture of the considered approach, removal and addition of components could be performed in a modular fashion compared to centralized approaches [13] . Such modularity enables aircraft retrofit tasks to be performed with minimal efforts. With the continuous development of advanced electronic payloads [8] , system control approaches should support activities of system modification and equipment replacement in a simpler way. As the burden that each power source should handle at steady state and transients could be set to be different, in addition, the considered virtual impedance-based approach enables system operation so that the lifetime of the power sources could be maximized. As reported in detailed lifetime studies [48, 49] , the aging of fuel cells and batteries are determined by the operation profiles of each source. For example, Electronics 2018, 7, 187 6 of 19 fuel cells show expedited aging when it experiences large power transients [48] and the operation profile has direct impact on the thermal stress of batteries [49] .
Decentralized Power Management for an MEA EPS

Limitations of Centralized Power Management
For a MEA EPS, system control can be performed by either a centralized [36] or a decentralized [38] architecture. In case of the centralized approach, as shown in Figure 4 , the central power control unit (PCU) generates command values for each power source. As the detailed information of the overall EPS is transferred to the PCU, integrated information can be provided to the system operator (i.e., pilot of manned aircrafts or ground station control personal of unmanned aircrafts) for increased situational awareness. Based on the monitored data of the EPS, necessary corrective action could be performed by the system operator to handle abnormal operation situations such as emergency or faults. Furthermore, optimized operation of the EPS could be performed using the feedback information of the overall EPS. 
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For a MEA EPS, system control can be performed by either a centralized [36] or a decentralized [38] architecture. In case of the centralized approach, as shown in Figure 4 , the central power control unit (PCU) generates command values for each power source. As the detailed information of the overall EPS is transferred to the PCU, integrated information can be provided to the system operator (i.e., pilot of manned aircrafts or ground station control personal of unmanned aircrafts) for increased situational awareness. Based on the monitored data of the EPS, necessary corrective action could be performed by the system operator to handle abnormal operation situations such as emergency or faults. Furthermore, optimized operation of the EPS could be performed using the feedback information of the overall EPS. Although the centralized approach realizes integrated power management, the operation of the EPS depends on the communication link reliability. In case feedback of the necessary information from components is unavailable because of faults in the communication path, the performance of the PCU would also be affected. In case it is assumed that the PCU and EPS components are fully operational, the reliability of the overall EPS can be expressed as
where M is the total number of EPS components and Ri(t) is the reliability of the communication link between the PCU and the ith EPS component. Assuming a constant failure rate, the reliability of each communication link can be written as [50] 
where λ is the failure rate of the communication link. Figure 5 shows how the reliability of the EPS at 1000 h varies as the number of EPS component (M) increases. In order to study the effect of different failure rates, the failure rate of 1 = 2 failures/10 6 h, 2 = 5 failures/10 6 h, and 3 = 10 failures/10 6 hrs were considered. As shown in Figure 5 , the reliability of the overall EPS decreases as the number of EPS components increase, regardless of the failure rate value. That is, the reliability of the centralized power management approach depends not only on the reliability of the component itself but also on the status of the communication link. Hence, it is necessary to develop a decentralized control architecture that performs effective power management in an EPS for the MEA to achieve higher system reliability. Although the centralized approach realizes integrated power management, the operation of the EPS depends on the communication link reliability. In case feedback of the necessary information from components is unavailable because of faults in the communication path, the performance of the PCU would also be affected. In case it is assumed that the PCU and EPS components are fully operational, the reliability of the overall EPS can be expressed as
where M is the total number of EPS components and R i (t) is the reliability of the communication link between the PCU and the ith EPS component. Assuming a constant failure rate, the reliability of each communication link can be written as [50] 
where λ is the failure rate of the communication link. Figure 5 shows how the reliability of the EPS at 1000 h varies as the number of EPS component (M) increases. In order to study the effect of different failure rates, the failure rate of λ 1 = 2 failures/10 6 h, λ 2 = 5 failures/10 6 h, and λ 3 = 10 failures/10 6 h were considered. As shown in Figure 5 , the reliability of the overall EPS decreases as the number of EPS components increase, regardless of the failure rate value. That is, the reliability of the centralized power management approach depends not only on the reliability of the component itself but also on the status of the communication link. Hence, it is necessary to develop a decentralized control architecture that performs effective power management in an EPS for the MEA to achieve higher system reliability.
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Decentralized Power Management
In order to realize decentralized power management, this research uses the virtual impedance to determine the power sharing ratio among different power sources. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the considered approach. As shown in Figure 6 , the controller has a cascaded configuration that relies on the feedback of both the voltage and the current. The control output is converted to a sequence of switching signals using pulse-width modulation (PWM) [51] . The virtual impedance is used when the reference value for the voltage controller is generated as * = 0 − •
where V0 is the no-load voltage, Zv is the virtual impedance, and io is the output current of the power source. As the command value for the voltage controller is generated by subtracting the product of the virtual impedance and the output current from the no-load voltage, the virtual impedance performs a role equivalent to an actual impedance. The distinct feature of control law (3) is that the command is generated using only local information that is easily accessible from each power source. In other words, the output of different power sources can be coordinated without requiring communication with the central PCU. 
In order to realize decentralized power management, this research uses the virtual impedance to determine the power sharing ratio among different power sources. Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the considered approach. As shown in Figure 6 , the controller has a cascaded configuration that relies on the feedback of both the voltage and the current. The control output is converted to a sequence of switching signals using pulse-width modulation (PWM) [51] . The virtual impedance is used when the reference value for the voltage controller is generated as
where V 0 is the no-load voltage, Z v is the virtual impedance, and i o is the output current of the power source. As the command value for the voltage controller is generated by subtracting the product of the virtual impedance and the output current from the no-load voltage, the virtual impedance performs a role equivalent to an actual impedance. The distinct feature of control law (3) is that the command is generated using only local information that is easily accessible from each power source. In other words, the output of different power sources can be coordinated without requiring communication with the central PCU. 
where V0 is the no-load voltage, Zv is the virtual impedance, and io is the output current of the power source. As the command value for the voltage controller is generated by subtracting the product of the virtual impedance and the output current from the no-load voltage, the virtual impedance performs a role equivalent to an actual impedance. The distinct feature of control law (3) is that the command is generated using only local information that is easily accessible from each power source. In other words, the output of different power sources can be coordinated without requiring communication with the central PCU. The effect of virtual impedance to the power sharing ratio can be studied using the equivalent circuit of a dc EPS as shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , the EPS consists of two sources, a common load, the cable impedance and the virtual impedance. The relationship between the output current of each source and the load current can be written as
where I load is the total load current, I o1 is the output current of source 1 and I o2 is the output current of source 2. Because the output current of each source is determined by the impedance between each source and the load, the output current of each source can be written as [52]
where R L is the load resistance, V k , Z vk , Z ck , is the no load output voltage, virtual impedance and cable impedance of power source k (k = 1, 2), respectively. As the no-load voltages of power sources that are connected in parallel to a common bus are typically set to an identical value (i.e., V o1 = V o2 ), the power sharing ratio between the two sources can be written as
where R ck and L ck are the cable resistance and inductance of power source k, respectively. As shown in Equation (7), the current sharing ratio between the power sources is determined by the parameter values of the virtual impedance and the cable impedance. When the virtual impedance is designed to be purely resistive and the values are sufficiently larger than the cable resistance (R v1 , R v2 >> R c1 , R c2 ), the power sharing ratio between the two sources at steady state is determined by the virtual resistance value. Although selecting a large virtual resistance value would contribute to achieving satisfactory power sharing performance at steady state by decreasing the effect of cable resistance [53] , a larger bus voltage deviation would occur as a result of a larger decrease in the voltage reference command. In case the wiring has a large inductance value, furthermore, the load sharing ratio during transients would be highly affected by the cable characteristics rather than the designed virtual resistance value. Hence, the virtual resistance approach would show limited effectiveness for achieving satisfactory load sharing performance during transients. In case of aircrafts, power transients could occur because of dynamic flight patterns, operation mode transitions and activation of pulsed power loads. In order to address such limitations of the purely resistive virtual impedance configuration and the occurrence of frequent power transients in aircrafts, this research considers an alternative virtual impedance configuration by using a virtual inductance as follows.
Virtual Inductance Based Power Management
In this research, the virtual impedance that includes not only a resistive term but also an inductive term is considered. That is, the overall command of the power source is generated as
where R v is the virtual resistance and L v is the virtual inductance. Since the virtual impedance includes a frequency dependent term (sL v ), the dynamic response of the voltage command is expected to be different from the case of a purely resistive virtual impedance (L v = 0) during transients. In order to study the effect of the virtual inductance, the response characteristics of power sources with different types of virtual impedances are considered. For the network of Figure 7 , it is assumed that the virtual impedances of the two sources are configured to be different so that a virtual inductance is included for power source #2 only. In other words, the virtual impedances of the two power sources were configured as For the considered virtual impedance configuration, the output current response of the two power sources to a load current change can be described by the transfer functions written as
where Δ(s) = ( + 2 ) + 2 + 2 , Rc = Rc1 = Rc2 is the cable resistance, Lc = Lc1 = Lc2 is the cable inductance, M1 is the transfer function between the load current and output current of source 1, and M2 is the transfer function between the load current and output current of source 2. Since the output current of the two sources for a given load change responds according to (11) and (12), the power sharing ratio between the two sources at steady state and during transients can be determined from M1 and M2. Figure 8 shows how the magnitude of the M1 and M2 varies at different frequency ranges using the parameter values of Rv = 50 mΩ, Lv = 1 mH, Lc = 50 μH, and Rc = 10 mΩ. As shown in Figure 8 , the response characteristics of the power sources changes depending on the frequency range. While the magnitudes of the two transfer functions are similar at low frequencies, an apparent difference can be observed at higher frequencies. Such a difference can be explained by the increased impedance magnitude at higher frequencies which is caused by the virtual inductance.
In the considered case, for instance, most of the power transients would be handled by the power source which has a purely resistive virtual impedance. While the virtual resistance value affects the steady state power sharing ratio, the virtual inductance value determines the performance during transient states.
The effect of a virtual inductance to the power sharing ratio could also be explained from the fact that the output current of each source is determined by the effective impedance between each source and the common load [54] . In case an identical virtual resistance value is considered for both sources and only source 2 includes a virtual inductance, it is evident that the effective impedance seen from the load at non-zero frequencies would be larger for source 2 than source 1. Hence, most of the transient power demand would be supplied by source 1 that is connected to the load through a smaller impedance. For the considered virtual impedance configuration, the output current response of the two power sources to a load current change can be described by the transfer functions written as
where
is the cable inductance, M 1 is the transfer function between the load current and output current of source 1, and M 2 is the transfer function between the load current and output current of source 2. Since the output current of the two sources for a given load change responds according to (11) and (12), the power sharing ratio between the two sources at steady state and during transients can be determined from M 1 and M 2 . Figure 8 shows how the magnitude of the M 1 and M 2 varies at different frequency ranges using the parameter values of R v = 50 mΩ, L v = 1 mH, L c = 50 µH, and R c = 10 mΩ. As shown in Figure 8 , the response characteristics of the power sources changes depending on the frequency range. While the magnitudes of the two transfer functions are similar at low frequencies, an apparent difference can be observed at higher frequencies. Such a difference can be explained by the increased impedance magnitude at higher frequencies which is caused by the virtual inductance.
The effect of a virtual inductance to the power sharing ratio could also be explained from the fact that the output current of each source is determined by the effective impedance between each source and the common load [54] . In case an identical virtual resistance value is considered for both sources and only source 2 includes a virtual inductance, it is evident that the effective impedance seen from the load at non-zero frequencies would be larger for source 2 than source 1. Hence, most of the transient power demand would be supplied by source 1 that is connected to the load through a smaller impedance. Similar to other droop-based approaches [15, 38] , a deviation in the main bus voltage would occur as a result of the voltage drop caused by the virtual resistance. While several approaches that apply an additional voltage restoration control loop have been reported for stationary microgrid applications [38, 39] , it is worth reviewing alternative approaches to handle such a voltage drop issue in aircrafts. For example, direct connection of the battery to the electrical bus [27] (which has also been applied in telecommunication systems [55] ) would not only address the voltage drop but also enable immediate response of the battery when all primary power sources are lost. Such a solution would also handle stability issues that could occur with increased connection of constant power loads [27] . Selecting the virtual resistance value according to the range of a normal voltage according to design standards could also be considered as in previous studies for aircrafts [41] . According to MIL-STD-704F [56], which specifies EPS characteristics for aircrafts, the steady-state voltage range during normal operation is given as 250-280 V for a 270 V dc system and 22-29 V for a 28 V dc system. Connecting more droop-controlled sources in parallel to the electrical bus would also contribute to voltage drop minimization [37] . Since past research has focused on development of control approaches to mitigate the droop originated voltage drop, this research focuses on realizing decentralized power sharing using the virtual inductance with a particular focus on transient periods. Details on implementation examples of voltage restoration controllers can be referred from [38, 39] .
Effectivenss of the Proposed Approach for MEA Applications
For MEA platforms, the considered control approach can be used to realize flexible power management among different power sources. The power sharing ratio can be set to be different between steady state and transient periods through effective use of a virtual inductance. Such a feature contributes to stable operation of EPSs in aircrafts by enabling power management of various sources according to their energy density and power density. Considering the increased use of multisource EPSs in MEA [7, 24] , it is necessary that the power output of different sources is properly coordinated to meet the load demand during the overall flight profile. In particular, the power flow should be controlled so that each source operates according to its own power density and energy density characteristics. For instance, the EPS could be managed such that the source with a large power density handles most of the power transients, while the source with superior energy density supplies most of the power during steady state. According to such an operation scenario, the power sharing ratio should be different depending on the load demand profile (i.e., steady state and transient). The importance of managing the output of power sources during transients could also be highlighted from aging characteristics of power sources. In case of a fuel cell, which has been Similar to other droop-based approaches [15, 38] , a deviation in the main bus voltage would occur as a result of the voltage drop caused by the virtual resistance. While several approaches that apply an additional voltage restoration control loop have been reported for stationary microgrid applications [38, 39] , it is worth reviewing alternative approaches to handle such a voltage drop issue in aircrafts. For example, direct connection of the battery to the electrical bus [27] (which has also been applied in telecommunication systems [55] ) would not only address the voltage drop but also enable immediate response of the battery when all primary power sources are lost. Such a solution would also handle stability issues that could occur with increased connection of constant power loads [27] . Selecting the virtual resistance value according to the range of a normal voltage according to design standards could also be considered as in previous studies for aircrafts [41] . According to MIL-STD-704F [56], which specifies EPS characteristics for aircrafts, the steady-state voltage range during normal operation is given as 250-280 V for a 270 V dc system and 22-29 V for a 28 V dc system. Connecting more droop-controlled sources in parallel to the electrical bus would also contribute to voltage drop minimization [37] . Since past research has focused on development of control approaches to mitigate the droop originated voltage drop, this research focuses on realizing decentralized power sharing using the virtual inductance with a particular focus on transient periods. Details on implementation examples of voltage restoration controllers can be referred from [38, 39] .
For MEA platforms, the considered control approach can be used to realize flexible power management among different power sources. The power sharing ratio can be set to be different between steady state and transient periods through effective use of a virtual inductance. Such a feature contributes to stable operation of EPSs in aircrafts by enabling power management of various sources according to their energy density and power density. Considering the increased use of multi-source EPSs in MEA [7, 24] , it is necessary that the power output of different sources is properly coordinated to meet the load demand during the overall flight profile. In particular, the power flow should be controlled so that each source operates according to its own power density and energy density characteristics. For instance, the EPS could be managed such that the source with a large power density handles most of the power transients, while the source with superior energy density supplies most of the power during steady state. According to such an operation scenario, the power sharing ratio should be different depending on the load demand profile (i.e., steady state and transient). The importance of managing the output of power sources during transients could also be highlighted from aging characteristics of power sources. In case of a fuel cell, which has been considered as a main power source for various vehicular platforms [7, 24] , it has been reported that the lifetime is highly affected by the frequency and level of power transients that the fuel cell experiences during its operation [48] .
By applying the considered power management approach, the power sharing ratio can be adjusted in a flexible manner by shaping the virtual impedance of each source. In details, the virtual resistance is determined according to the desired power sharing ratio at steady state, while the virtual inductance can be used to adjust the output characteristics during transients only. For the EPS of Figure 7 , for example, consider the case when the virtual impedance and the cable impedance parameters are set as R v1 = 50 mΩ, L v1 = 0, R v2 = 25 mΩ, L v2 = 1 mH, R c1 = R c2 = 10 mΩ, L c1 = L c2 = 50 µH. According to such parameter values, the output impedance frequency characteristics of the two sources can be plotted as Figure 9 . It should be noted that the virtual resistance value of source 2 is smaller than that of source 1. Hence, source 2 supplies more power than source 1 at steady state. However, a virtual inductance of 1mH is implemented only in source 2, and the magnitude of the overall impedance at higher frequencies of source 1 is smaller than that of source 2. Hence, source 2 supplies more power than source 1 at steady state and source 1 handles most of the transient power than source 2.
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The performance of the considered power control approach was verified by a simulation study. Figure 10 shows the configuration of the simulated EPS. As shown in Figure 10 , the system uses 270 V dc as the main bus and consists of two sources, cable wiring, and loads. In order to perform power conversion, each power source is connected to the system bus through a buck converter. Detailed parameter values of the simulated system are given in Table 1 . In order to study the effect of a virtual inductance to the power sharing performance, the virtual impedance configuration of each source was set to be different from each other. While the virtual impedance of source 1 was configured to be purely resistance (Rv1 = 50 mΩ and Lv1 = 0), the virtual impedance of source 2 was configured to include both a virtual resistance and a virtual inductance (Rv2 = 50 mΩ and Lv2 = 1 mH). Figure 11 shows the output current of the two sources when the load power was increased from 7.29 kW to 14.58 kW at t = 0.5 s. The difference between the two-output current is also plotted for comparison purposes. As the virtual resistance value is set to the same value, the differences of the output current between both sources are negligible at steady state. However, a noticeable difference is observed during the transient period. It could be seen that the source 1 (i.e., source with a purely resistive virtual impedance) supplies most of the power compared to source 2. During transients, as shown in Figure 11 , instants that the power output of source 1 is 1.8 times larger than that of source 2 is observed. Hence, the output of power sources during transients could be managed by the virtual impedance design. When the transient output of a certain source should be limited, for example, the virtual inductance could be effectively used to shape the transient response. The total load current and the bus voltage for the case of Figure 11 are shown in Figure 12 . While the bus voltage experiences a transient undershoot as soon as the load is increased at t = 0.5 s, it could be seen that the bus voltage satisfies the normal voltage range that is defined in the aircraft design standard [56] . Because of the virtual resistance, as mentioned in Section 3.4, a voltage drop that corresponds to the load power level is observed. As the amount of deviation is affected by various system parameters (e.g., load current, virtual resistance, number of droop sources that are connected in parallel), the voltage regulation performance could be managed by adjusting such design factors. Figure 13 shows the waveform when a larger virtual inductance value is considered for the same In order to study the effect of a virtual inductance to the power sharing performance, the virtual impedance configuration of each source was set to be different from each other. While the virtual impedance of source 1 was configured to be purely resistance (R v1 = 50 mΩ and L v1 = 0), the virtual impedance of source 2 was configured to include both a virtual resistance and a virtual inductance (R v2 = 50 mΩ and L v2 = 1 mH). Figure 11 shows the output current of the two sources when the load power was increased from 7.29 kW to 14.58 kW at t = 0.5 s. The difference between the two-output current is also plotted for comparison purposes. As the virtual resistance value is set to the same value, the differences of the output current between both sources are negligible at steady state. However, a noticeable difference is observed during the transient period. It could be seen that the source 1 (i.e., source with a purely resistive virtual impedance) supplies most of the power compared to source 2. During transients, as shown in Figure 11 , instants that the power output of source 1 is 1.8 times larger than that of source 2 is observed. Hence, the output of power sources during transients could be managed by the virtual impedance design. When the transient output of a certain source should be limited, for example, the virtual inductance could be effectively used to shape the transient response. The total load current and the bus voltage for the case of Figure 11 are shown in Figure 12 . While the bus voltage experiences a transient undershoot as soon as the load is increased at t = 0.5 s, it could be seen that the bus voltage satisfies the normal voltage range that is defined in the aircraft design standard [56] . Because of the virtual resistance, as mentioned in Section 3.4, a voltage drop that corresponds to the load power level is observed. As the amount of deviation is affected by various system parameters (e.g., load current, virtual resistance, number of droop sources that are connected in parallel), the voltage regulation performance could be managed by adjusting such design factors.
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Conclusions
With the increased use of electrical power to perform critical functions in the MEA, development of reliable control architectures for EPSs is necessary. This paper introduced a decentralized control approach for EPS control in MEA platforms. By using the virtual impedance, the output of different power sources can be coordinated without relying on extensive communication among EPS components. In particular, the effective use of virtual inductance for managing power sharing during transients was studied. As the virtual impedance consists of both virtual resistance and virtual inductance, the power sharing ratio could be adjusted to be different between steady state and transient periods. The effectiveness and performance of the considered control approach were also demonstrated by simulating an aircraft electrical system with different virtual impedance configurations. It was shown that the power sharing ratio during transients can be adjusted by changing the difference of the virtual inductance value. The proposed approach contributes to higher flexibility of configuration and power flow. Not only the needs for EPS configuration modification in aircrafts could be effectively addressed by the decentralized nature of the control architecture, but also the output of each power source could be managed to meet output characteristics of each source. The design of the virtual resistance and the virtual inductance could be effectively used to coordinate the power sharing ratio at both steady state and transient periods in an independent manner. Such increased flexibility would enable optimized operation of MEA by managing the output of various sources that have different power density and energy density characteristics. 
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